
45 deg

22.5 deg

JERUSALEM-CROSS MODE,
WITH THE SALTIRE “X-GRAM”
PLACE ON 45 DEG. RADIALS. 
I’VE CENTERED THESE ON THE 
RESHEL’S SOLAR.IS RING. (THE 
OUTER RING IS THE TUATH RING.)7.2 DEGREE SECTORS (50 POINT WHEEL)

18 DEGREE SECTORS (20 POINT WHEELS)

THE OUTER BASE-RING, USING 18 DEGREES, GENERATES A 20 POLE RING OUTSIDE AND ALSO INSIDE (ORANGE RING). THESE COMBINATIONS 
FORM 10-POINT RINGS, 2 PENTAS OR 20-POINT RINGS AS A COMPLEX RESHEL “GAIA (GEOCHRONISM) - SYSTEM” SHOWN AS  FORMED BY THE 
GREEN SACRED CHORDS, OUTER YELLOW CIRCLES AND INNER RED DOTS. 

RESHEL’S POOL OF LIFE
(POOL OF THE MOON SIEGEL
FILED/SPINNER)

PENTA-STAR IS ONE
HALF OF A RESHEL’S
FORMAT. 

ZAYIN POLE RING

ZAYIN POLE FOR ONE
RESHEL HALF

FILE: TemplrCross02.cdr/pdf
GEOMETRY COPYRIGHT, WM BUEHLER, 1996

     TEMPLAR (MALTESE) CROSS
USES GOLDEN RATIO SACRED CHORD  TO 
            CREATE VITAL WHEELS

        

GOLDEN RATIO ON CROSS’ RADIAL PROVIDES THE SACRED CHORD (RED) WHICH GENERATES 50 POLES AND THE INNER “POWER RING.” 

GOLDEN RATIO POINT ON THE CROSS’ RADIAL
FORMS 2ND "SHELL" OF TELESPHERE.

SACRED CHORD (RED) TANGENT POINT

The 20-pole configuration duplicates the Gaia Resonance Field of the planet and figures into the planetary process of 
"Geochronism" as discussed in Issue 2-81 of "The Source."   (Thoth/Maia Nartoomid)

ZAIYN/ZION RING

VAU RING ESTABLISHES THE
HAEPATHIA EQUILATERAL 
TRIANGLES TO FORM THE 
6-POINT KEY OF DAVID 
BETWEEN THE INNER CROSS
APICES. 

TUATH RING MAY ALSO BE
THE RA-STAR RING OVER
PYRAMID APEX

PENTAGRAM HOLDS THE
RESHEL PENTA-STAR

SACRED-CHORD APPLICATIONS

"GEOCHRONISM": The entrainment of Earth and its life inhabitants to the universal condition of change, creating 
new states of reality and resultant advanced modes of energy conductivity. All being is charged by the reaction of its 
own existence. This cognitive factor impels the "being" to replicate its space-time existence in a sequential order. 
Elemental matter is a resultant vehicle for this replication. Within the matter of being (both living and what surface 
scientists consider nonliving matter) is an etheric neuro-pulse, an electrode of programmed reflex which is not 
physically ordained in an elemental shell, but is an intelligent command present in the whole of the matter-form. 

The universe itself is the archetypal neuro-pulse acting like a wave continuously rolling beneath its own force in 
undertow fashion all being is entrained to this cosmic pulse. Planetary spheres and their habitation abide by a 
specific condition of this entrainment. geochronism. which is the most controlled, gravitized type of "unitrainment." 
Because a planet sphere is subject to the multiplicity of the many-bodied state, in its solar orbit and its axial spin its 
unitrainment is complicated by many more variations of the time-gravity system than are other being-forms. This 
greater need for diversity produces the geochronomatic phases of quanta-Iike "clicks" much like a stop-watch, 
accelerating and de-accelerating in a helix of time, each click initiating a change in the reality spectra to 
accommodate the "difference" between the universal pulsing and the neuro-pulse of the planet. Since the matter-
body of a sphere has many variant parts, each individual in type and function (inclusive of all planetary life structure)
the neuro-pulse of the total body is sub-divided into the multi-billion plus neuro-pulses of the individual prototypes 
divisible down to the smallest micro-impulse which registers the harmonic of the entire matter-body of the planet like 
a micro-vision of the worId.

While each neuro-pulsed particle acts independently in the sense of selfness, it is not divided in the incorporate 
consciousness of the system as a whole, i.e., a phase-Iocked planetary body .The inspiring document which reads, 
"Indivisible, with Liberty and Justice for all," is a testament to the cosmic sovereignty of the planet as it resides among 
the Temples of a universal doctrine. Each particle of being registers a hologram of the universe yet in its fragile 
decimal of existence it commands a perfect presence of selfness unique in its self-containment of spirit.

WHILE THE TWO MAJOR matter-form distinctions on Earth are geologic and biologic, they share a symbiotic 
condition of change and are thus both unitrained to the whole neuro-pulse of our ether planet, the true quality of
this sphere, which is greater than the sum of its physical parts. Life is not a mere attachment to Earth but the greatly 
specialized and vastly replicated amplitude of its geochronisrn, the advanced nodes of energy conductivity. Life is the 
vehicle for the infinite progression of realities necessary in order for the planet to keep in unitrainment. The degree of
advancement along the time helix determines its phase-Iock on the geochronic scale. 'When we view, for instance 
the planet Venus via our phase-Iock, which is not changed by our form of space travel (we take it with us), we see the 
Venusian sphere out of geochronanatic sync with Earth.

We perceive it then through an altered state, one which has been determined by our geochronisrn. Our light-space-
gravity-time spectras are not at a proper dimensional angle to synchronize perspective balance between the two
worIds. The zenith of the Venusian reality is removed from us when approached through our limited programming .

"GEOCHRONISM": The entrainment of Earth and its life inhabitants to the universal condition of change, creating new states 
of reality and resultant advanced modes of energy conductivity. All being is charged by the reaction of its own existence. This 
cognitive factor impels the "being" to replicate its space-time existence in a sequential order. Elemental matter is a resultant
 vehicle for this replication. Within the matter of being (both living and what surface scientists consider nonliving matter) is an
 etheric neuro-pulse, an electrode of programmed reflex which is not physically ordained in an elemental shell, but is an intelligent 
command present in the whole of the matter-form. 

“The universe itself is the archetypal neuro-pulse acting like a wave continuously rolling beneath its own force in undertow fashion
 all being is entrained to this cosmic pulse. Planetary spheres and their habitation abide by a specific condition of this entrainment. 
Geochronism. which is the most controlled, gravitized type of "unitrainment." Because a planet sphere is subject to the multiplicity 
of the many-bodied state, in its solar orbit and its axial spin its unitrainment is complicated by many more variations of the time-gravity
 system than are other being-forms. This greater need for diversity produces the geochronomatic phases of quanta-Iike "clicks" much
 like a stop-watch, accelerating and de-accelerating in a helix of time, each click initiating a change in the reality spectra to
 accommodate the "difference" between the universal pulsing and the neuro-pulse of the planet. Since the matter-body of a sphere
 has many variant parts, each individual in type and function (inclusive of all planetary life structure) the neuro-pulse of the total body
 is sub-divided into the multi-billion plus neuro-pulses of the individual prototypes divisible down to the smallest micro-impulse which 
registers the harmonic of the entire matter-body of the planet like a micro-vision of the worId.”

EXCERPT FROM “TEMPLE DOORS”: (NOT THE COMPLETE ARTICLE.) 
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